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ABSTRACT
Dockerfiles are configuration files of docker images which pack-
age all dependencies of a software to enable convenient software
deployment and porting. In other words, dockerfiles list all envi-
ronment assumptions of a software application’s build and / or
execution, so they need to be frequently updated when the envi-
ronment assumptions change during fast software evolution. In
this paper, we propose RUDSEA, a novel approach to recommend
updates of dockerfiles to developers based on analyzing changes
on software environment assumptions and their impacts. Our eval-
uation on 1,199 real-world instruction updates shows that RUDSEA
can recommend correct update locations for 78.5% of the updates,
and correct code changes for 44.1% of the updates.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern software often depends on a large variety of environment
dependencies to be properly deployed and operated on production
machines. Databases, application servers, system tools, and sup-
porting files often need to be well installed and configured before
software execution, and thus may cause tremendous effort and
high risks during software deployment. This is not one-time but
continuous cost due to the fast software evolution and delivery
nowadays.

A practical approach to alleviate this effort is to use container
images. A container image is a stand-alone and executable package
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of a piece of software with all its environment dependencies, includ-
ing code, runtime, system tools, libraries, file structures, settings,
etc. It can be easily ported and deployed to other machines, but is
much lighter-weight than traditional virtual machines which can
achieve similar goals.

Despite the large benefit brought by container images during
software deployment, they also increase the effort of software de-
velopers because they need to generate and maintain the image
configuration files which describe how the container images can
be constructed with all environment dependencies, such as what
tools and libraries should be installed and how the file structure
should be set up. A recently study [7] on Dockerfiles by Cito et
al. shows that in top projects a docker file is averagely revised 5.8
times each year (note that there can be multiple dockerfiles in one
project, and the average and maximum number of dockerfiles per
project in our dataset is 4.9 and 41). Such a task can be tedious
and error prone because (1) modern software typically relies on
many environment dependencies, and due to fast evolution of soft-
ware requirements and underlying frameworks, such dependencies
also need to be changed very frequently; (2) some environment
changes (e.g., automatic system updates, environment changes dur-
ing installation of irrelevant software) can happen without any
developer actions so developers may even not be aware about them;
(3) developers can easily neglect environment dependencies of their
software when they set up or change them because the changes
are made in the operating system instead of the software itself; and
(4) many environment dependencies (e.g., system tools, supporting
files) cannot be checked during software compilation but only used
at runtime, so they can be easily missed during compilation and
testing (which is hardly thorough). Once an incomplete or erro-
neous image configuration file is being used, the container image
will also be incomplete or contains errors, which may cause failures
in production machines.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique, RUDSEA, to help de-
veloper update container image configuration files more easily and
with more confidence on their correctness. Specifically, based on an
existing image container file, RUDSEA first tracks the accesses to
the system environment from software source code and build con-
figuration files. Such accesses are extracted as environment-related
code scope. Then, for each code commit, RUDSEA traces its impact
on environment-related code scope and automatically determines
whether certain items in the image configuration file should be
updated accordingly. Based on the type of code impact and con-
figuration items, RUDSEA further recommends the actual updates
that should be made on the items. We implement our technique for
Docker1, which is currently the dominating framework in container
1https://www.docker.com/
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images for both software industry and open source community, and
the image configuration files for docker are called dockerfiles. Notef
that, although the implementation and evaluation of this research
focus on docker images and dockerfiles, the general approach is
applicable to other container images such as Kubernetes, OCI, etc.

To evaluate RUDSEA, we carried out an experiment on a dataset
of 375 dockerfiles in 40 software projects collected from GitHub.
Our evaluation shows that RUDSEA correctly recommends update
locations for 941 of 1,199 instruction updates in dockerfiles, with a
precision of 49.8%. Furthermore, RUDSEA is able to correctly rec-
ommend the actual revision for 529 of the 1,199 dockerfile updates.
To sum up, this paper makes the following contributions.

• RUDSEA, a novel technique on automatically recommending
update locations and contents for dockerfiles during software
evolution.

• A dataset of dockerfiles and their corresponding historical
versions as benchmarks for future research on this topic.

• An empirical evaluation of RUDSEA’s effectiveness on real
world dockerfiles.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we will intro-
duce some background knowledge about dockerfiles in Section 2.
Then, we describe our approach and detailed techniques in Section
3. After we present our evaluation results in Section 4, we discuss
some related works in Section 5 and concludes in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we will introduce some background knowledge
about dockerfiles. A dockerfile typically consists of three parts.
The first part (From) specifies an existing container image that the
configured image is based upon. Some examples of existing images
may include a clean Ubuntu system of a certain version, or a publicly
available image prepared with Java, Android SDK and databases.
The second part (Parser Directives) describes rules such as escape
characters on parsing the rest of the dockerfile, and is optional.
The third part (Environment Replacements) is the main part of the
dockerfile, and describes how the image should be constructed with
a sequence of instructions. The major types of instructions are
listed below.

• RUN & WORKDIR: executing a system command or exe-
cutable within the working directory specified byWORKDIR.

• CMD & ENTRYPOINT : setting the default command (CMD)
to be executed and arguments(ENTRYPOINT ) to be use when
executing the container image.

• LABEL: Setting environment variables in the container im-
age.

• EXPOSE: exposing a network port in the container image.
• ENV : defining a variable to be used in the rest of the docker-
file.

• ADD / COPY : add a new directory / file in the file system of
the container image, and copy directories / files from hosting
system to the image.

From the list, we can see that three types of instructions will
be updated frequently during software evolution, which are RUN
instructions (updating versions of tools / libraries to be installed),
Label instructions (updating environment variables), and Add /
COPY instructions (changing default file structures). By contrast,

other instructions are either typically stable (e.g., EXPOSE, CMD
& ENTRYPOINT ) or used only in the dockerfile itself (e.g., ENV ).
Therefore, our paper focuses on the updates of RUN, LABEL, and
ADD / COPY instructions.

3 APPROACH
As shown in Figure 1, our approach consists of two major compo-
nents. The first component extracts software code that is related
to the items in dockerfiles. Here the software code base includes
source files, build configuration files, and property files. The core
part of this component is value dependency analysis, and we ap-
ply it to both old and new versions to acquire the results for both
versions. The second component receives the analysis results of
two code versions and generates the actual updates. It leverages
change impact analysis to determine whether the code change may
affect the environment-related code, and equivalence analysis to
check whether new code is added as the equivalent part of known
environment-related code.

3.1 Extracting Environment-related Code
Scope

The major challenge of extracting environment-related code is
the complicated interface between software and its environment.
While software libraries and their versions are typically listed in
build configuration files (e.g., makefile for GNU Make, pom.xml
for Maven, build.gradle for Gradle), references to file paths and
environment variables are often scattered in source code, build
configuration files, property files, etc. A thorough definition of all
possible environment interfaces requires huge manual effort, and
the definition can easily be out-of-date due to quick evolution of
the underlying development frameworks, build configuration tools,
and their various plug-ins.

To overcome this challenge, RUDSEA uses a different solution.
Our intuition is that, all the environment related code, no matter
how they interface with environment, must refer to the values in
the items of dockerfiles. Note that here we assume that the original
version of the dockerfile is a correct one. Simply put, we can search
for the values from dockerfile items in the constant string values in
various source files, since such values must be used when software
interfaces with the environment.

However, a simple keyword search does not work, because devel-
opers frequently use string concatenations and value assignments
to generate runtime values from the string constants. For example,
the dockerfile may refer to a file path /home/project-name/foo/bar,
while in the source code, the file path may be a string concatenation
expression such as "/home/" + project + "/" + module + "/bar/",
where project and module are variables for flexibility of changing
sub-projects and modules. In such cases, the original values will not
be detectable with simple keyword search, but string concatenations
and assignments need to be considered. In our initial implementa-
tion of RUDSEA, we consider only string concatenations, as we find
that other string operations are rarely used in generating library
names, file paths, and environment variable values.

Therefore, RUDSEA uses a two-stage approach, which first lo-
cates the initial string constants which are long enough substrings
of a dockerfile item. Then, RUDSEA performs value dependency
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Figure 1: RUDSEA Overview
analysis to compute additional values through manipulating these
initial string constants. As our analysis is light weight, we need
only a parser and known string concatenation functions (which are
typically only several, and very similar among all programming
languages) for each programming language used in the software
project.

3.1.1 Locating Initial String Constants. The first step of locating
initial string constants is to extract dockerfile item values from
dockerfiles. To achieve this, we use a dockerfile parser to extract all
argument values of RUN, Label, and Add / COPY instructions. Since
RUN instructions often take Linux utility commands (e.g., mkdir,
apk-get install) as their parameters, and such commands are not
necessarily referred in the software code base, we filter out all such
commands from dockerfile item values.

After collecting the list of dockerfile item values, RUDSEA ex-
tracts all string constants from the software code base, and verifies
whether their length is over 3 and is a substring of any dockerfile
item values. If so, the string constant is added to the set of initial
string constants. In particular, given a string constant str , and a set
of dockerfile item values D, Formula 1 presents a boolean function
env which checks whether str is an initial string constant. In the
rest of the paper, the set of initial string constant is denoted as Init .

env(str ) = len(str ) ≥ 3 ∧ ∃d ∈ D,d .contains(str ) (1)
In the formula, we use len(x) to represent the length of string

x , and x .contains(y) to represent string y is a substring of x . We
will use this check function also in our value dependency analysis
to make the abstract domain bounded. Based on the initial string
constants, RUDSEA performs value dependency analysis which
checks how string constants are combined with each other to form
more values, and tracks the string manipulation process.

3.1.2 Value Dependency Analysis. The value dependency analysis
in RUDSEA is a static analysis on string concatenations and assign-
ments within the software code base. Value dependency analysis
uses an abstract domain < Γ,T >. Γ is a set of mappings from the
set of string variables V in the software code base, to sets of string
values generated from the set of string constants (S) in the code
base. Specifically, Γ is defined in formula 2.

Γ = {var → L|var ∈ V ∧ L ⊂ S∗} (2)
For each value in L, we also track the locations of string constants

that form each value inT , so basicallyT is a mapping from a string
value in L to a set of program points.

Why RUDSEA does not use automatons to represent string
values? In our value dependency analysis, to track string concate-
nations and assignments, we use a string set domain instead of an
automaton as in string taint analysis [22] for two reasons as follows.
First, string taint analysis (and also the original string analysis [5])
uses the Mohri-Nederhof algorithm to handle strongly connected
components in string dependencies, and generates an approximate
automaton, which is a slow process and typically results in over-
approximation and affect analysis accuracy. Second, in string taint
analysis, the tracing from original string constants to the final string
values is at character level, which makes it difficult to propagate
updates from original string constants to the final string values.

Despite the accuracy, efficiency, and straightforward tracing
provided by the string value set domain, its major drawback (and
why it cannot be used in general string analysis) is that it is not
bounded. When a string variable is written within an unbounded
loop or recursive method, the possible values of the variable can be
infinite.

In the specific application scenario of RUDSEA, we find that
this problem can be solved. Our idea is to use the env function to
bound the string value set in our domain. The intuition is that, if a
possible value of a string variable does not satisfy env function, it
will not be a reference to dockerfile item values, and thus can be
discarded. Therefore, given that dockerfile item values are finite,
all string values in our abstract domain will be perfectly bounded
(without any accuracy loss regarding reference to dockerfiles) by
the dockerfile item values through env function. In particular, the
transfer functions of value dependency analysis on string initial-
ization, string assignments, and string concatenations are defined
in

Once value dependency analysis converges at a fixed point, we
can tell for each variable, what are its possible values (satisfying
env functions) and the original string constants and string con-
catenations used in forming each value. If a string variable var
contains a valueval that is identical with any dockerfile item value,
we will consider var and all the statements used in forming val
as in the environment-related code scope. Specifically, we denote
all the dockerfile item values generated from software code base
with value dependency analysis asGen, andGen is formally defined
in Formula 3. Recall that D is the set of all dockerfile item values
extracted from the dockerfiles.

Gen =
⋃

var ∈V
Γ(var ) ∩ D (3)
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Then the environment-related code scope can be formally de-
fined as in Formula 4. Recall that T is a part of our abstraction
domain which maps any string value in Γ to program points in-
volved in generating the value. Gen and T will be further used in
our Dockerfile change generation stage.

Scope =
⋃

val ∈Gen
T (val) (4)

3.2 Dockerfile Change Generation
Given a new software version, RUDSEA’s dockerfile change anal-
ysis tries to find out what updates on the code will affect items
in dockerfiles. Note that RUDSEA does not take single code com-
mit as its input, because dockerfiles are often not updated until
a new release so there may be many code commits in between.
Environment change analysis include the change impact analysis
which examines whether known environment-related code scope
will be affected by the changes, and the equivalence analysis which
examines whether a new environment-related code scope is added.

3.2.1 Change Impact Analysis. In the change impact analysis, RUD-
SEA will perform value dependency analysis on the new version
of the software, and map the analysis results (string constants and
statements involving string concatenations / assignments) with
that from the original version with a file difference tool. In the rest
of this section, we denote Gen, T , and Scope generated from the
value dependency analysis on the original version as Genold , Told ,
and Scopeold , while the corresponding results on the new version
as Gennew , Tnew , and Scopenew . We further define the set of vari-
ables that has at least one possible value in Gen as Gvar . We refer
to such variables as docker variables. Similarly, we have Gvarold
and Gvarnew . Note that Gvar is formally defined in Formula 5.

Gvar = {var |var ∈ V ∧ Γ(var ) ∩Gen , ∅} (5)

The intuitive assumption behind our change impact analysis is as
follows. If a variable var has a dockerfile item value in its possible
value set Γ(var ) (i.e., var is a docker variable), it is likely to be used
for environment interfacing. Therefore, if it holds a different set
of values in the new version, the new set of values are likely to be
also used for environment interfacing and should be added to the
dockerfile. Furthermore, if a docker variable is deleted in the new
version, the corresponding dockerfile item value may also need to
be deleted if no other docker variables hold the same value in the
new version.

As an example, consider a variable var having a possible value
"/home/foo/bar" in the old version, and the value is a dockerfile
item value. In the new version, if the same variable has a possi-
ble value "/home/foo/bar2", then it is likely that we should add
"/home/foo/bar2" to dockerfiles. In particular, if "/home/foo/
bar" is no longer in Γnew (var ), we should replace "/home/foo/

bar"with "/home/foo/bar2". If "/home/foo/bar" is still in Γnew (var ),
we should insert a new instruction that performs exact the same op-
eration on "/home/foo/bar2" as on "/home/foo/bar". If the variable
var is deleted in the new version, and no other docker variables has
"/home/foo/bar" in its possible values, the value should be deleted
from the dockerfile.

A complication in this process is when a old docker variable (var
in Gvarold ) holds multiple values in Genold , or hold other values
that are not in Genold . In such cases, when the possible values of
var contains some new value in the new version, it is hard to tell
which old value this new value is replacing or complementing. Our
solution is to compare their forming process stored in T . Given
a new value newv in Γnew (var ), we compare Tnew (newv) with
each of the old values oldv in Γold (var ), and map this new value
to an old value oldv whose forming process Told (oldv) is most
similar to Tnew (newv). Specifically, we measure similarity by the
size common program points between Told (oldv) and Tnew (newv).

3.2.2 Equivalence Analysis. While change impact analysis is able
to recommend dockerfile updates related to existing dockerfile
item values. There are also other cases where a new environment
dependency is added. RUDSEA needs to also detect those cases and
find out where the insertions need to be made.

To solve this issue, we develop equivalence analysis which checks
which two program points have similar usage in the program. They
are considered equivalent program points. In our analysis, we con-
sider similar code inside one basic block or in different alternative
blocks (i.e., basic blocks within the same level in a conditional
statement). Examples of alternative blocks are if and else blocks
within one conditional statement, or case blocks within one switch
statement.

The intuition behind equivalence analysis is that if a writing
statement to a string variable equiv is inserted as a equivalent
program point of a writing statement s which writes to a docker
variable var with dockerfile item value val , the inserted writing
statement will be considered as a new docker variable, and its
possible values will be recommended for insertion into dockerfiles.
For each possible value of equiv , RUDSEA recommends an insertion
of a new instruction that performs exact the same operation on
equiv as on val .

3.3 Implementation
We implemented the value dependency analysis of RUDSEA for
Java, PHP, and Gradle. To support Maven, simple property files,
and XML property files, we further convert all dependencies and
property definition in such files as string constant assignments (i.e.,
assignment of property value to property name, and dependency
values to a special variable “dependency”), thus they can be handled
by the dockerfile-update generation component of RUDSEA.

4 EVALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of RUDSEA, we carried out an experi-
ment on a set of software projects with dockerfiles, and used their
version histories as ground truth to check how accurate RUDSEA’s
recommendation is. Specifically, we try to answer the following
two research questions.

• RQ1: How effective is RUDSEA on recommending update
locations in Dockerfiles?

• RQ2: How effective is RUDSEA on recommending updates
in Dockerfiles?

• RQ3:What are the major reasons causing RUDSEA to fail
on recommending correct updates?
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In the rest of this section, we introduce the dataset construction,
evaluation metrics, evaluation results, and threats to validity in the
following four subsections, respectively.

4.1 Dataset of Dockerfiles
We collected a set of Docker-using open source projects in Github2.
In particular, we searched through top Java and PHP projects by
number of stars and check whether the project contains dockerfiles.
If so, we added the project into our dataset. We stopped after we col-
lected 20 PHP projects and 20 Java projects. Then, we checked the
history of the dockerfiles in these projects. In some projects, dock-
erfiles have their own repository, so we gathered the dockerfiles
from there. In some other projects, dockerfiles are attached with
each release (so they do not have a version history), we collected
all dockerfiles from all releases so that they form a version history.
From the version history of dockerfiles, we used diff to generate
ground truth updates of dockerfiles. We further removed all inter-
nal updates of dockerfiles (e.g., updates of comments, refactorings).
Finally, we acquired a dataset of 375 external updates of dockerfiles,
each of which can be ascribed to one or more updates in the source
code and / or build configuration files. In our evaluation, we use
the updates in the source code and / or build configuration files
as input, and the corresponding dockerfile updates as output. It
should be noted that each update may involve multiple instruction
updates. In total, the dockerfile updates include 1,199 instruction
insertions, revisions, and deletions.

One question should be studied is how large the dockerfiles
are, so that we can see how difficult the update localization is. To
answer this question, we further performed an empirical study
on our dataset. In the 40 Java and PHP projects, there are 197
dockerfiles in total. The number of dockerfiles in a single project
ranges from 1 to 41, and the average number is 4.9. The number
of valid lines (excluding blank and comment lines) in dockerfiles
varies from 1 to 64 lines, and the average is 28 lines. Since there
are often multiple docker files in one project, the average number
of dockerfile lines in a project is 137 lines, and the number of lines
ranges from 12 lines to 622 lines. Although dockerfiles are relatively
smaller than source code, they are condense formatted (i.e., there
are often multiple commands to be executed in one line), and their
dependency on the code is latent. So the localization of updates is
still a difficult problem.

4.2 Metrics
In our experiment, we use the traditional metrics of precision, recall,
and F-score to measure the effectiveness of techniques. We consider
a recommended location to be correct, if the recommended instruc-
tion to be updated is revised, deleted, or have another instruction
inserted before of after it in the real version history.

For a recommended update to be correct, we require the recom-
mendation has the same type (insertion, update, or deletion), same
instruction type, and argument value. Here we consider equivalent
updates as also correct. For example, recommending a same inser-
tion at a different location from the real insertion is also considered
correct as long as the location difference does not cause difference
in semantics.
2The dataset is available at https://sites.google.com/site/rudseaproject/

Table 1: Results on recommending update locations

Project # of Inst. Updates P (%) R (%) F (%)
PHP 720 53.9 79.7 64.3
Java 479 44.5 76.6 56.3
All 1,199 49.8 78.5 60.9

Table 2: Results on recommending updates
Project # of Inst. Updates P (%) R (%) F (%)
PHP 720 28.7 42.6 34.3
Java 479 27.0 46.3 34.1
All 1,199 28.0 44.1 34.3

4.3 Evaluation Results
To answer RQ1, we present our evaluation results in Table 1. In
the table, we present the type of projects, the number of actual
instruction updates, precision, recall, and F-score in Columns 1-5,
respectively. From the table we can see that RUDSEA is able to
achieve high recall (averagely 78.5%) and acceptable precision (av-
eragely 49.8%) in recommending update locations. Note that, since
averagely less than four updates are performed in each commit,
achieving a precision at around 50% means that developers need to
inspect averagely eight locations, and finding four of them correct.

To answer RQ2, we present the results in Table 2 with the same
format. From the table we can see that RUDSEA can achieve an av-
erage recall of 44.1% on recommending direct updates. This means
that RUDSEA can recommend exactly correct updates for 529 of
1,199 instruction updates, which may save a large amount of effort
of developers. Compared with the recall on location recommenda-
tion, we can see that for the updates RUDSEA successfully recom-
mends locations, about 56% (529) are exactly correct updates. To
answer RQ3, we studied the remaining 412 incorrect updates and
find the errors mainly fall into three categories.

First, RUDSEA may insert an instruction at a wrong location. For
simplicity, when RUDSEA finds that a docker variable has a new
value which can be mapped to a dockerfile item value v in change
impact analysis or equivalence analysis, RUDSEA always insert an
extra instruction after the instruction handlingv . Since instructions
in dockerfiles are executed in sequence, such an insertion location
may be wrong, especially when v is handled in a long instruction
concatenated with “&&”. This category accounts for 207 incorrect
updates and we believe that most of them can be resolved by more
fine-grained rules on dockerfile insertions.

Second, although RUDSEA correctly recommends an insertion,
the inserted argument may not be correct. Developers sometimes
add extra parameters to the RUN instructions they added, but RUD-
SEA is not able to recommend such parameters as it does not un-
derstand their semantics. This category accounts for 90 incorrect
updates.

Third, when a docker variable cannot be mapped to a variable
in the new version, RUDSEA simply deletes dockerfile item values
in its possible value set from dockerfile. Some complicated version
updates of the software cause difficulties in finding correct mapping
of variables between versions and thus RUDSEA may delete a value
that should be revised. This category accounts for 65 incorrect
updates and we believe that they can be partly resolved by using
more precise version diff tools.
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4.4 Threats to Validity
Themajor threat to the internal validity of our evaluation is whether
the ground truth updates we used in our experiment are all correct.
Although we use real-world updates, developers may make erro-
neous updates or miss some updates, which may cause inaccuracy
in our results. Also, the implementation of RUDSEA may be not
perfect and involve bugs. The major threat to the external validity
is that our evaluation results apply to only the subject projects and
updates, or only Java / PHP projects. To reduce this threat, we use
projects from Github based on different programming languages.

5 RELATEDWORK
Studies and Analyses of Dockerfiles. With the increase of soft-
ware complexity and components, managing of software depen-
dencies [12] and test dependencies [13] has become an important
problem. Tufano et al. [19] studied on broken snapshots and likely
causes behind broken snapshots. Recent research work on scien-
tific artifact reproduction [4] discussed about the uses of Docker
to address the challenge of operating system virtualization, cross-
platform portability, and reusable software components. Cito et
al. [6] discussed about the rise of Docker adoption in industry,
and performed an empirical study on dockerfiles [7]. Rahman and
Williams [15] performed an empirical study on the type of defects
in dockerfiles. Docker is also used for lightweight virtualization
for developers for distributed application development, build and
ship [11].
Analysis of Building Configuration Files. As build configura-
tion files are getting complex and diverse, research on build configu-
ration file is getting importance that includes dependency analysis,
migration of build systems and empirical studies. To keep consis-
tency during revision, Adams et al. [1] proposed a framework to
generate dependency graph of build configuration files. Al-Kofahi
et al. [2] proposed a fault localization technique for make files, and
SYMake [18] uses a symbolic-evaluation-based technique to detect
common errors in Makefile. Following works by Zhou et al. [24]
and Al-Kofahi et al. [3] try to find configuration values exercising
different parts of makefiles. Shambaugh [16] developed a verifier
for puppet configuration script, and Sharma et al. [17] proposed
techniques to detect bad smells in configuration files. Recently, Has-
san et al. studied the reproduction of building environments [8, 9],
and performed AST level analysis to generate fix patch for build
configuration files [10] .
String analysis. String analysis [5] is a static analysis technique
to estimate possible values of string variables. String analysis has
been applied to detecting vulnerabilities [22, 23], repair web in-
terfaces [21], software internationalization [20], inter-component
communication analysis [14], etc.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present RUDSEA, which is a novel approach to
recommend updates for dockerfiles during software evolution. RUD-
SEA leverages tracks environment accesses from code to extract
environment-related scopes from the old software version and the
new software version. Then, RUDSEA generates updates from the
two versions of analysis results. Our evaluation on 40 projects and

1,199 real-world instruction updates shows that RUDSEA can rec-
ommend correct update locations for 78.5% of the updates, and
correct updates for 44.1% of the updates, with moderate false posi-
tives.
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